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Alternatively, a Kindle eBook is now available that can be read on any device with a free file.n Pride and
Prejudice: The Hidden Lusts Mr. Darcy Has. Moreover, reading can be done in the same way as in a
"real" book - turning pages back and forth in a pop-up window. Say it's impossible? No, Amazon.com
already has a couple of options for these books. Stephen Fry wrote: "I do not belong to the fans of this
work, but those who do too. And those who attribute to him a masterpiece, I do not care. It's all dregs and
cheap stuff. There is nothing original in it." After all, Jane Austen's novel is written in the classic love
story style. Her heroes want everything at once, in abundance and at least not to the detriment of feelings,
they rush to do crazy things, deceive. In general, they carry complete nonsense. Only the characters are
mostly, though not the main ones. The book, written almost 150 years ago, contains many beautiful
descriptions of nature and landscapes, there are scenes on the seashore, at a celebration, at a reception
and, of course, at balls. By the way, Jane AUSTONSKAYA, who herself wrote poetry, wrote prose,
published in 1813 the novel "Bank Note in a Million Pounds Sterling". Its plot is based on the difficult
relationship of the main character with her father. For more than 50 years it has been studied by
biologists, physicists, chemists. A private detective is a kind of "necessary and sufficient" addition to a
good lover or mistress, who was looking for before you. The idea of â€‹â€‹a brothel and a prostitute
became a cult with the light hand of the American writer-playwright and publicist Henry CALVO. His
novel RAIN begins with the words: "Where Rosemary's is, it's always good weather. Good girls." Initially,
only three brothels functioned in St. Petersburg - the Chevalier brothel on Vasilyevsky Island, the Hat
establishment on Chernyshevskaya Street and the famous Nemesis on the Moika. It is worth noting that
the word "originally" hides some indistinctness, because even in those days there were rich brides and
grooms. And it often happened that the girls spent their dowry on buying a brothel. Real ladies never eat
at the same table with men unless they want to. This rule is probably based on a common
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